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This Quick Insight, centered on boosting customer loyalty, explores the eight 

key behaviors crucial for nurturing lasting customer relationships in high-

performance organizations (HPOs). It emphasizes that customer loyalty is 

far more significant than mere satisfaction, highlighting specific employee 

behaviors critical for enhancing customer loyalty and intimacy. These 

behaviors, encompassing service quality, empathy, trust, and 

responsiveness, form a comprehensive blueprint for organizations aiming to 

build strong, enduring relationships with their customers. This article is an 

invaluable resource for organizations seeking to implement strategies that 

not only meet but exceed customer expectations, ensuring long-term 

loyalty and success.

Key behaviors for lasting customer relationships

THE EIGHT KEY BEHAVIORS FOR 
BOOSTING CUSTOMER LOYALTY

This Quick Insight is the management summary of: de Waal, A. and van der Heijden, B. (2016), “Increasing customer loyalty 

and customer intimacy by improving the behavior of employees”, Journal of Strategy and Management, Vol. 9 Issue 4, pp. 

492 – 510.
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The importance of the customer in an HPO: In a high-performance organization, the 

customer is always number 1, which is reflected in the HPO characteristic “Our 

organization is focused on serving its customers as best as possible.” This means 

that in an HPO there is a strong emphasis on developing and maintaining employee 

behavior that leads to high customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Customer loyalty over satisfaction: The article emphasizes that customer loyalty is 

more important than mere customer satisfaction. While satisfaction is based on 

isolated interactions, loyalty is about building a long-term relationship with the 

customer. Organizations benefit from loyal customers through positive word-of-

mouth and the ability to charge higher prices.

Eight behavioral factors for employee training: The research identifies eight key 

behavioral factors that employees should focus on to enhance customer loyalty and 

intimacy:  Service Quality, Capability, Empathy, Needs Understanding, 

Responsiveness, Courtesy, Service Manner, and Trust. Organizations should train 

their employees to consistently display these behaviors.

Importance of consistency: It is not enough for employees to display these 

behaviors occasionally. The article stresses the need for consistent, high-quality 

interactions between employees and customers. This consistency is crucial for 

building a long-term relationship with customers and for the organization to be 

perceived as a high-performance firm.

Customer satisfaction scores can be misleading: The article warns that relying 

solely on customer satisfaction scores can be dangerous. After all, these scores are 

averages and may hide the fact that some customers are extremely satisfied while 

others are not. Therefore, organizations should aim for consistently high-quality 

interactions rather than relying solely on average satisfaction scores.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main aims for any organization is to serve its customers as well as possible. To 

achieve this, it is crucial for employees to understand that customers are their top priority. 

Without happy customers, the organization has no reason to exist. This means that 

employees need to act in a way that not only satisfies customers in the short term but also 

keeps them coming back in the long run.

Over the past ten years, studies have shown that customer loyalty is even more important 

than customer satisfaction. While satisfaction is based on a single or a few interactions, 

loyalty is about building a lasting relationship with the customer. Being able to keep 

customers loyal has several benefits for an organization, such as positive word-of-mouth, 

the ability to charge higher prices, lower costs for training employees, and less employee 

turnover, all of which contribute to higher profits.

So, how do employee behaviors lead to customer loyalty?

First, the organization needs to clearly define what customer loyalty means so that it can be 

measured and managed effectively. Next, the organization should develop ways to track 

customer loyalty through various performance indicators like customer satisfaction scores 

and customer complaints. Finally, the organization should take action based on these 

indicators to positively influence customer attitudes.

Although many studies have tried to define customer loyalty, 

there is no universally accepted definition. It seems to be 

influenced by a mix of factors like trust, perceived added value, 

and emotional attachment. Another important factor is 

customer intimacy, which is about making customers feel good 

every time they interact with the organization or tailoring 

products and services to meet their specific needs. Previous research has shown that the 

interaction between the service employee and the customer is the key to achieving 

customer intimacy. In academic circles, there are many models and scales to measure 

service quality, but these do not necessarily capture the specific behaviors employees need 

to show to build customer intimacy and loyalty. That provides the central question of this 

study: What behaviors should an employee exhibit during interactions with customers to 

make them feel a sense of intimacy, which in turn fosters customer loyalty?
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To find out which behaviors are most likely to lead to customer intimacy and loyalty, we 

conducted a survey. This survey was distributed to the staff of a large media company in the 

Netherlands, which was in the process of transforming into an HPO. We asked respondents 

to think back to a time when they received exceptional service that exceeded their 

expectations. They were then asked to rate the importance of specific behaviors they 

observed in the servicing employee during that experience. The rating scale ranged from 1, 

meaning "not important at all," to 10, meaning "very important." We also asked them how 

likely they would be to choose the same organization again for future services. After 

statistically analyzing the survey data, we identified 8 key behaviors that seem to be crucial 

for creating an outstanding customer experience. These behaviors are listed in Table 1.
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Behavioral factor Behavioral item
1. Service quality 1. The employee provided prompt services 

2. The employee provided accurate services 

3. The employee provided reliable service

4. The employee solved the problem of the customer quickly

5. The employee solved the problem of the customer completely

6. The employee provided complete service

7. The employee went out of their way to solve the problem of the customer 

8. The employee performed the service right the first time

9. The employee’s service had much added value for the customer

2. Empathy 10. The employee was very understanding of the situation of the customer

11. The employee gave the customer personal attention

12. The employee cared about the customer

13. The employee asked how the customer was doing

14. The employee treated the customer carefully 

15. The employee was warm

3. Trust 16. The employee’s opinion was honest and reliable

17. The employee was a person the customer could trust

18. The employee was a person the customer had a confidential relationship 
with
19. The employee’s behavior instilled confidence in the customer

20. The employee made the customer feel safe in his/her transaction with the 
organization
21. The employee was sincere 

22. The employee made the customer feel comfortable 

23. The employee was natural and genuine 
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Table 1: Overview of the behavioral factors of influence on creating customer intimacy

KEY FINDINGS AND WHAT THEY MEAN FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Our study shows that employees who align their behavior with eight specific factors are able 

to create a positive experience for customers. This, in turn, boosts customer loyalty and 

strengthens customer intimacy. The factors, ranked by their impact on customer loyalty, are 

as follows:

1. Service Quality: Offering prompt, accurate, reliable, and complete service that 

adds value to the customer.
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Behavioral factor Behavioral item
4. Needs understanding 24. The employee tried to meet the customer’s needs

25. The employee considered what the customer had to say

26. The employee was interested in the needs of the customer

27. The employee anticipated the needs of the customer

28. The employee asked for the preferences of the customer

29. The employee understood the needs of the customer

30. The employee treated the customer as a valued customer

5. Courtesy 31. The employee was courteous with the customer

32. The employee respected the customer

33. The employee was helpful

34. The employee was attentive

35. The employee showed patience with the customer

36. The employee addressed complaints in a friendly manner

37. The employee was polite

38. The employee was not annoyed with the customer

6. Responsiveness 39. The employee was responsive to questions and requests of the customer

40. The employee took the time to give the customer service 

41. The employee was readily available when the customer needed him/her

42. The employee gave the customer his /her full attention

43. The employee was fully engaged with the customer

7. Capability 44. The employee was intelligent

45. The employee was capable

46. The employee behaved in a professional manner

47. The employee showed passion for the job

48. The employee was knowledgeable

49. The employee knew what he/she was doing

8. Service manner 50. The employee was happy and cheerful

51. The employee smiled a lot

52. The employee had a sincere facial expression

53. The employee was enthusiastic

54. The employee had a genuine conversation with the customer

55. The employee did not act arrogantly

56. The employee had a good attitude
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2. Capability: Being intelligent, knowledgeable, and professional, with a passion for 

the job.

3. Empathy: Being understanding, caring, interested, and warm.

4. Needs Understanding: Listening to and understanding what the customer 

wants.

5. Responsiveness: Being quick to meet and anticipate customer demands.

6. Courtesy: Treating customers with respect.

7. Service Manner: The overall way in which the service is provided.

8. Trust: Building a relationship where the customer feels valued and trusted.

For organizations to benefit from these findings, they need to ensure that their employees 

are capable and focused on displaying these behaviors consistently.

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

Knowing these key behaviors gives organizations a roadmap for training their employees to 

exceed customer expectations. But it is not enough for these positive interactions to be one-

time events. Organizations need to aim for consistency, ensuring that all employees can 

continuously create these high-impact encounters. This is crucial because customer 

satisfaction scores can be misleading. They are averages that might hide the fact that some 

customers are extremely satisfied while others are not.

As previous research has pointed out, these averages can mask a wide range of experiences 

among customers. So, it is essential for organizations to focus on consistent, high-quality 

interactions with customers. By doing so, they can become the high-performance 

organizations that customers want to stick with for the long term. This will enable 

organizations to add more value in their interactions with customers, raising the overall level 

of satisfaction. By understanding and applying the eight behavioral factors, organizations 

can ensure that their employees are consistently positive in their interactions with 

customers. This will not only make customers more likely to stay loyal but also more likely to 

form long-term relationships with the organization.
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ARE YOU READY TO TRANSFORM YOUR 
ORGANIZATION INTO AN HPO?

Then insight is essential. Our HPO diagnosis (short validated questionnaire and in-depth 

interviews) provides you with this insight. You will get a clear picture of the current situation 

within your organization or department and receive practical improvement themes that 

managers and employees can tackle together. The HPO diagnosis is not just a mirror; it is a 

compass that guides you in taking crucial steps to achieve your strategic goals and become 

an HPO. Do you want to elevate your organization to a higher level? The HPO Center can 

support you in this. We combine over fifteen years of practical experience with hundreds of 

organizations worldwide with scientific research to provide you with the knowledge and 

focus that result in demonstrably better performance. HPO is not a project, but a mentality 

that makes your organization more resilient, flexible, and future-proof. It helps you identify 

the ‘hard nuts’ and provides a basis for measuring the effectiveness of the HPO transition. It 

also strengthens the solidarity within your organization (or part of it) by identifying and 

addressing shared, supported improvement themes.

              Customer Focus: An HPO is invaluable to its customers. The primary goal is to boost 

customer value and satisfaction. 

Employee Engagement: Aiming for high performance re-energizes your team. It 

leads to increased job satisfaction as HPOs concentrate on what genuinely drives 

organizational success. It’s not a new project; it’s a new mindset and approach to work. 

Adaptability: An HPO is designed to evolve. It thrives in our ever-changing, 

competitive world, making your organization more resilient and future-proof. This is 

achieved through ongoing adjustments, learning, and improvements.
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Customized HPO Diagnoses

Interactive Lectures and Workshops on the HPO Framework

Comprehensive Interviews, Articles, Books, and Networking Opportunities

Guidance in Implementation Led by our HPO Experts

Our Offer

https://www.hpocenter.com/service/hpo-diagnosis/
https://www.hpocenter.com/service/hpo-diagnosis/
https://www.hpocenter.com/service/workshops-seminars/
https://www.hpocenter.com/articles/
https://www.hpocenter.com/knowledge-inspiration/hpo-book/
https://www.hpocenter.com/hpo-experts-en/


Why choose the HPO Center?

Experience & Credibility

With over 15 years of practical experience combined with rigorous scientific research, 

the HPO Center is at the global forefront of organizational improvement advice.

Global Knowledge Center

Based in the Netherlands, the HPO Center collaborates with partners, including in 

emerging markets, with the aim of fulfilling its mission to improve organizations 

worldwide.

Unmatched Expertise

HPO doesn't stop at diagnosing organizations. We also explore, investigate, and delve 

deeply into related topics such as High Performance Leadership, Silo-busting, 

Futurizing, Social Value Creation, and High Performance Business Ecosystems—

evidence of our commitment to continually expand the HPO universe.

More than Just an Organization

With a passion for inspiring, stimulating, and networking, the HPO Center is not just an 

organization; it's a movement. Through scientific and professional publications (all 

freely available at hpocenter.com and www.hpocenter.nl), books, seminars, and 

roundtables, we continually disseminate the knowledge of the HPO Framework and 

unite professionals interested in continuous improvement and excellence.
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Considering an HPO transformation?

The HPO Center is ready to support and guide you on your journey toward high 

performance. Contact us today for an inspiring conversation or to experience an HPO 

workshop. Together, we'll redefine your performance.

Telefoon: +31 (0)35 603 7007

Email: schreurs@hpocenter.com

Website: www.hpocenter.com

Contact: Marco Schreurs

HPO Center 

Oude Enghweg 2 

1217 JC Hilversum

The Netherlands

https://www.hpocenter.com
https://www.hpocenter.nl
mailto:schreurs@hpocenter.com
https://www.hpocenter.com
https://www.hpocenter.com

